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reflections1. field of the invention the present
invention relates to a ceiling fan, and more

particularly to a ceiling fan having a movable
motor for allowing a user to adjust an operation
angle of the ceiling fan in a height direction. 2.
description of the prior art typical ceiling fans

comprise a ceiling fan housing, a motor, a shaft, a
wheel, a bearing, and a shaft hole defined through
the ceiling fan housing. the ceiling fan housing is
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sleeved on the shaft of the motor and the wheel is
sleeved on the shaft. the bearing is disposed

between the wheel and the ceiling fan housing and
is mounted on the shaft. the shaft hole is defined

through the ceiling fan housing and is
communicated with the interior of the ceiling fan

housing for receiving the shaft of the motor.
however, the shaft hole is usually not able to be
adjusted in the height direction. therefore, the
wheel is easily to be turned by the user and is

easily to be rotated even when the shaft hole is
not adjusted in the height direction. the present

invention has arisen to mitigate and/or obviate the
afore-described disadvantages of the conventional
ceiling fans. the primary objective of the present

invention is to provide a ceiling fan having a
movable motor for allowing a user to adjust an
operation angle of the ceiling fan in a height

direction. in accordance with one aspect of the
invention, there is provided a ceiling fan

comprising a ceiling fan housing, a motor, a shaft,
a wheel, a bearing, and a shaft hole defined

through the ceiling fan housing. the ceiling fan
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housing includes a bottom wall and a pair of side
walls extending upwardly from the bottom wall.
the bottom wall has a top wall and the side walls
each has a curved surface extending from the top

wall. the curved surfaces of the side walls each
define an arc. the motor is sleeved on the shaft of

the ceiling fan housing. the wheel is sleeved on the
shaft. the shaft hole is defined through the bottom

wall of the ceiling fan housing and is
communicated with the interior of the ceiling fan
housing for receiving the shaft of the motor. the
wheel is slidably engaged in the shaft hole for

allowing the shaft of the motor to be adjusted in
the height direction. the motor may be a dc motor

and may be disposed on the shaft. the bearing
may be a ball bearing and may be disposed on the

shaft.
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pdf | ebooks | epub | the portable document
format (pdf) is a universal file format that is used

to create and exchange electronic versions of
printed documents. the circuits devices and

systems book contains three cd-rom disc which
include: compatible circuit, compatible circuit 2,

circuit pack. compatible circuit provides the
updated version of the circuits devices and

systems book including the new compatible circuit,
circuit pack, circuit expansion and circuit symbols.

there is also circuit pack version which includes
additional circuit symbols. circuit expansion
includes additional circuit, trace, subcircuit,
follower, resistor, capacitor, diode, inductor,

transistor, transformer, i/o, driver, slide-in, adc,
dac, adb, dbb, l/r, oscillator and capacitor symbols.

this book is for the student and the professional
alike. it covers the whole range of circuits and is

aimed to help you in solving all the problems that
you may meet in your studies. this book contains
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many problems with solutions and hints. it also
covers all the necessary techniques in solving the

problems. 5ec8ef588b
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